
SureCloud Platform
Flexible, agile, simple but powerful, our Cloud-based technology is engineered to help you address your 
ever-changing governance, risk, compliance and cybersecurity challenges.

The Challenge
A spreadsheet-based approach offers many challenges:
• A high volume of silo processes underpinned by spreadsheets are operationally 

inefficient and invisible to management.
• Management reporting processes are labor intensive and unproductive, due to the 

lack of automation of spreadsheets.
• Highly skilled compliance and risk personnel are relegated to spreadsheet 

administration, rather than reducing the enterprise’s exposure to risk.
• A lack of central visibility and ad-hoc management of tasks and project activity makes 

it difficult to track progress.
• Difficult to assimilate and analyze data to support business decisions.

The Solution
The SureCloud Platform offers cheaper, quicker, and easier process automation, providing 
the following benefits:
• A clarified user interface, building on the familiar concept of spreadsheets.
• Work with your existing practices with minimal change.
• Jump start your program with out-of-the-box, best practice process templates.
• User-based pricing, which is conducive to starting small and demonstrating value 

before a wider rollout.
• A centralized, single version of the truth where management has overall visibility, and 

all process participants can contribute regardless of their geographic location.

“We chose SureCloud because of its recognized cybersecurity expertise, technology 

platform, speed in delivery and budget-friendly pricing.” Alexander Tange, ICM Hub
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Book a demo
Let us help you reinvent 
the way you manage risk.
Visit our website or
contact one of our experts 
to find out more.
sales@surecloud.com

Why SureCloud
SureCloud is a provider of cloud-based, integrated Risk Management products and 
Cybersecurity services, which reinvent the way you manage risk. SureCloud connects the 
dots with integrated Risk Management solutions enabling you to make better decisions 
and achieve your desired business outcomes. SureCloud is underpinned by a highly 
configurable technology platform, which is simple, intuitive and flexible. Unlike other GRC 
Platform providers, SureCloud is adaptable enough to fit your current business processes 
without forcing you to make concessions during implementation; meaning you get 
immediate and sustained value from the outset.  
For more information visit www.surecloud.com

Trusted by Companies around the world:

Key benefits
The SureCloud Platform has many key features, allowing 
automation of any GRC process. These include: 
Templates 
Pre-configured Forms, Workflows, and Dashboards for many GRC 
processes and standards. They can be used ‘out-of-the-box’ or 
quickly adapted to support specific process needs.
Forms 
End-users can easily create simple or sophisticated Forms 
for questionnaires or to capture process inputs, such as ISO 
27002 controls, Risk Assessments or Third-Party Assurance 
questionnaires.
Organizational Groups 
Hierarchies can be created to model any organization or 
permission structure and can be used to control access to 
individual Forms, Form Sections, Form Fields, or Library 
Documents.

Tasks, Workflow, and Projects 
Create these to support the productivity and process needs of 
the organization. Tasks can be associated with Forms or Form 
Sections for the assignment of activities to individuals or teams.
Evidence Library 
Files of any type can be stored in a central information repository, 
controlled by the user and group permissions. Users can associate 
Documents with Forms, tag them for use in complex searches, or 
set up alerts for such things as document expiry. Links to existing 
document management systems are also supported.
Dashboards 
Users can set up custom dashboards, summarizing the relevant 
information for their roles and permissions.
Reporting and Analytics 
Standard reports are available in PDF and Excel Format, and 
custom reports and advanced analytics can be produced with the 
SureCloud MS Office Add-in.
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